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Abstract  
RDF forms the keystone of the Semantic Web as it enables a simple and powerful knowledge                
representation graph based data model that can also facilitate integration between           
heterogeneous sources of information. RDF based applications are usually accompanied with           
SPARQL stores which enable to efficiently manage and query RDF data. In spite of its well  
known benefits, the adoption of RDF in practice by web programmers is still lacking and               
SPARQL stores are usually deployed without proper documentation and quality assurance.           
However, the producers of RDF data usually know the implicit schema of the data they are                
generating, but they don't do it traditionally.  
In the last years, two technologies have been developed to describe and validate RDF content 
using the term shape: Shape Expressions (ShEx) and Shapes Constraint Language (SHACL). 
We will present a motivation for their appearance and compare them, as well as some 
applications and tools that have been developed.  
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1. Introduction 

RDF is a flexible knowledge     
representation language based of graphs which      
has been successfully adopted in semantic web       
applications. In this tutorial we will describe two        
languages that have recently been proposed for       
RDF validation: Shape Expressions (ShEx) and      
Shapes Constraint Language (SHACL).ShEx was     
proposed as a concise and intuitive language for        
describing RDF data in 2014 [1]. The syntax of         
ShEx is inspired by SPARQL. ShEx has been        
recently adopted in several projects like      
Wikidata [2]. SHACL was accepted as a W3C        
recommendation in 20171 and has also been       
adopted by a large number of  companies.  

Although both ShEx and SHACL have      
similar goals, the underlying philosophy is      
different: while ShEx schemas provide     
descriptions about the expected RDF data,      
SHACL shapes graphs provide constraints and      
things that are not allowed [3]. 
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In the tutorial we will present an overview of both          
and describe  some challenges and future work [4]  
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